
MONGODB SORTING: SORT() METHOD & EXAMPLES

In this article, I’ll show you how to use the MongoDB sort() method in various scenarios, including
how to use it alongside other methods to sort a given data set.

Using the sort() method will increase the readability of a query, which leads to a better
understanding of a given dataset. Not only that, sorted data will be used by developers to write
more complex algorithms.

(This article is part of our MongoDB Guide. Use the right-hand menu to navigate.)

What is database sorting?
Database sorting presents data in an ascending or descending order with relation to the data in a
specified field. You can carry out sorting operations on various data types such as:

Strings
Integers
Decimal
Etc.

The main advantage of sorting is that it increases the readability and uniformity of the data, which
helps the users grasp the meaning of the data set more effectively.

MongoDB sort()
In MongoDB, sorting is done by the sort() method. The sort() method consists of two basic building
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blocks. These building blocks are fields to be sorted and the sort order.

The sorting order in MongoDB is defined by either a one (1) or a minus (-1). Here the positive one
represents the ascending order, while the negative one represents the descending order.

Basic syntax of MongoDB sort()
db.collection_name.find().sort({field_name: sort order})

According to the official documentation, MongoDB uses the following order when comparing values
of different BSON types from lowest to highest. (BSON stands for Binary JSON format.)

This is the serialization format used in MongoDB to store documents and make remote procedure
calls. Any non-existent fields in a document are treated as Null objects.

MinKey (internal type)1.
Null2.
Numbers (ints, longs, doubles, decimals)3.
Symbol, String4.
Object5.
Array6.
BinData7.
ObjectId8.
Boolean9.
Date10.
Timestamp11.
Regular Expression12.
MaxKey (internal type)13.

The following examples will demonstrate the differences between an unsorted and a sorted
MongoDB search query. For this example, we will be using the “vehicleinformation” collection.

“vehicleinformation” collection data



Unsorted collection
When a search query is carried out with the find() method, the default behavior is to return the
output unsorted. The {_id:0} operator is used to remove the document ID for a simpler output.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{_id:0})

Results in:



Sorted collection
To get a sorted result, we append the sort() method to the end of the search query (find() method).
This allows the user to generate a sorted output.

In this instance, the data is sorted by the “year” field in ascending order.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{_id:0}).sort({"year":1})

Results in:

If you don’t give any arguments to the sort() method, the collection will not be sorted, and the
resulting output will be in the default order—which is the order Mongo finds the results.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{_id:0}).sort({})<.pre>

Result:



MongoDB sort() method usage
This section will cover how the sort() method can be used to carry out different sorting operations.
Jump to the Sorting option you need:

In ascending order
In descending order
With multiple fields
With the limit() method
With the skip() method
Metadata
With an index

Sorting in ascending order
In this example, I use the “make” text field to obtain the results in ascending order. The operator one
({"make":1}) is used to indicate the ascending order, and MongoDB projection is used to filter out all
the other fields except the “make” field.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{make:1,_id:0}).sort({"make":1})

Result:

Sorting in descending order
This example is the same as the above with one difference, which is using minus one ({"make":-1})
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operator to indicate the descending order.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{make:1,_id:0}).sort({"make":-1})

Result:

Sorting using multiple fields
When sorting multiple fields, you should declare fields to be sorted within the sort() method. The
query will be sorted according to the declaration position of the fields, where the sort order is
evaluated from left to right. To demonstrate this, we will be using “vehiclesales” collection.

“vehiclessales” collection

db.vehiclesales.find({},{_id:0})

Result:

The following example will show how to sort using the “make” and “price” fields. The data is first
sorted by “make” as it’s the first argument, and then the data set will be further sorted by the “price”
field.

db.vehiclesales.find({},{_id:0}).sort({"make":1,"price":1})

Result:

As shown above, the data is first sorted by the make field. As there are multiple documents with the



same make “Audi,” the data gets sorted again by the price field in an ascending order resulting in the
above output.

Sorting with the limit() method
The sort() method can be used along with the limit() method that limits the number of results in the
search query. You should pass an integer to the limit() method, which then specifies the number of
documents to which the result set should be limited.

The following examples use the "vehicleinformation” collection while the result is limited to two
documents and sorted by both the ascending and descending order.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{_id:0}).sort({"make":1,"year":1}).limit(2).pre
tty()

Result:

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{_id:0}).sort({"make":-1,"year":-1}).limit(2).p
retty()

Results in:



Sorting with the skip() method
You can also use the skip() method with the sort() method. The skip() method allows the user to skip
a specified number of documents from the resulting dataset.

In the following example, You can see the first four documents are being skipped while being sorted
by the year in ascending order.

db.vehicleinformation.find({},{_id:0}).sort({"year":1}).skip(4).pretty()

Result:



Metadata sorting
The sort() method can be used to sort the metadata values for a calculated metadata field.

The following example used the "food" collection to demonstrate how documents can be sorted
using the metadata "textScore." The field name in the sort() method can be arbitrary as the query
system ignores the field name.

“Food” collection

db.food.find({},{_id:0})

Result:

db.food.find({$text:{$search: "pizza"}}, {score:{$meta: "textScore"}, _id:
0}).sort({sort_example:{$meta: "textScore"}})

Result:

In this query, we have specified the sort field as “sort_example.” However, this is ignored as we are
sorting metadata. Moreover, since we are sorting using “textScore” metadata, the resulting data set
is sorted in descending order.

Sorting with an index
MongoDB can perform sort operations on a single-field index in ascending or descending order. In
compound indexes, the sort order determines whether the index can be sorted. The sort keys must
be listed in the same order as defined in the index.

For example, the compound index {make: 1, year: 1} can be sorted using “sort({make: 1, year: 1})” but
not on “sort({year: 1, make: 1})”. Sorting using an index helps to reduce the resource requirements
when performing the query.

Using the “vehicleslaes " collection, we define an index named "make_index"



db.vehiclesales.find({},{_id:0}).sort({make_index: 1})

Result:

Here, the index “make_index” is used to sort the documents. To identify which index is used, we
append the explain() method to the end of the query, which will result in the following output. From
the output, we can identify that the “make_index” is used to fetch the relevant documents.

db.vehiclesales.find({},{_id:0}).sort({make: 1}).explain()

Result:



Finally, the query is
run without the explain() method to obtain the output.

db.vehiclesales.find({},{_id:0}).sort({make: 1})

Result:

That’s the end of our MongoDB sorting tutorial. Explore the right-hand menu for more MongoDB
concepts and examples.
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